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Introduction
Refreshers are a tool for clubs to use in identifying the capabilities of members before
they start their roles in the new season. SLSNZ requires completion of refreshers to
ensure that members are able to deal with situations that occur in Surf Lifesaving and
use Surf Lifesaving equipment in a safe and appropriate way.
This manual includes the following refreshers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Surf Lifeguard Award (SLA) Refresher
Patrol Support (PS) Refresher
Inflatable Rescue Boat (IRB) Driver Refresher
Rescue Water Craft (RWC) Refresher

Lifeguards are required to be currently refreshed before commencing any patrolling.
At any time a Surf Lifeguard/ Patrol Support/ IRB Driver/ RWC Operator member will be
considered to be currently refreshed or not by the following timelines:
It is expected that all lifeguards complete their refresher(s) before undertaking
any lifeguarding or SAR duties.

NEW:




From 1 September 2022:
ALL Refreshers for ALL clubs will be managed online. There are very few
exceptions to this. The exceptions are outlined in the “Online Refresher
Exceptions” section of this manual.
Refreshers will be available ALL year and expiry will be managed online PLUS
Refreshers have moved to a 12 month cycle. For example, if a learner
completes and passes a refresher online on 2 September 2022, the refresher will
expire on 2 September 2023 and the learner will need to recomplete the online
refresher to stay current.

Refreshers completed online will automatically be transferred to the SLSNZ database
once passed and new expiry dates are applied.
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Refresher Online Learning Set Up
The online refreshers are available online from 1 September 2022 and is available to all
clubs.
Each online refresher consists of 2 parts:
 The “theory” assessment that must be completed by the member/learner, AND
 The “practical” assessment that must be ticked off by an approved assessor.
For the purpose of the remaining sections in this manual, the Endorsed/qualified &
Refreshed Instructor, Examiner and/or endorsed assessors (s) who will oversee the
assessments of Refreshers, will be referred to as the “Assessor.”

1. Refresher preparation CDO meetings
Each club has a SLSNZ Club Development Officer (CDO). For the first year the refreshers
are live on our etrainu LMS, the CDOs will:
 Meet with you in advance of the 2022-2023 season to discuss:
o How you want to manage your refresher enrolments?
o Who your refresher assessors are (and the endorsement process)?
o Talk through how you can manage your refreshers in the LMS?
o How your CDO will support you?
o When you would like your “just in time” assessor/admin training?
o Ensure your LMS Admins are set up correctly?
 Before your club’s refresher’s kick off, run “how to” training sessions with you on
the new LMS steps clubs need to complete.
 Cover no. 2-5 of this manual section’s content with you.
Note: This includes ALL clubs and extra support will be available for those clubs that
have not completed refreshers online before.
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2. Learner enrolment into the theory assessment

From 1 September 2022, to ensure learners are
enrolled into the “theory” element of the
refresher, there are 3 options clubs can choose
from to get this done:

Option 1: The Club LMS Admin can bulk enrol all the members they wish to enrol for
each refresher.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
3. How to bulk enrol your members (LMS Admin functionality
only) – Follow the steps in Appendix 1

Option 2: Contact the member education team before 1 September 2022, and we can
do a once-off bulk enrolment (on 1 Sept) for you that applies the following rules:
 Surf Lifeguard Award Refresher
o Exclude: Those who got the Surf Lifeguard Award after 1 July 2022 – to
exclude those who are new.
o Include those who have: The Surf Lifeguard Award AND have completed
a Surf Lifeguard Award (Refresher) at least once in the last 3 years.
 Patrol Support Refresher
o Exclude: Those who got the Patrol Support Award after 1 July 2022 – to
exclude those who are new.
o Include those who have: The Patrol Support Award AND have completed
a Patrol Support (Refresher) at least once in the last 3 years.
 IRB Driver Refresher
o Exclude: Those who got the Senior Lifeguard Award – IRB Driver after 1
July 2022 – to exclude those who are new.
o Include those who have: Senior Lifeguard Award – IRB Driver AND have
completed an IRB Driver (Refresher) at least once in the last 3 years.
 RWC Operator Refresher
o Exclude: Those who got the Rescue Water Craft (RWC) Award after 1 July
2022 – to exclude those who are new.
o Include those who have: RWC Award AND have completed an RWC
(Refresher) at least once in the last 3 years.
Note: These rules are NOT changeable and you may have members enrolled who are
not refreshing this season and you do not have the ability to remove members.
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Option 3: Club admins can place the responsibility of enrolment on their
learners/members. All learners have the ability to “self-enrol” into refreshers. Clubs
can contact members with the references provided below and ask the members to enrol
themselves.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to enrol into training – See steps here: Learner Guide

Note: When a learner self-enrols into a refresher, the system will check to see if they
have the required pre-requisites in PAM/CRM. If they are missing a pre-requisite, they
will not be able to enrol themselves. In this case, contact
member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz for further investigation.
After the “above 3 enrolment” options
Once one of the above has been done, Club LMS Admins can always add additional
members/learners to refreshers (one by one), by doing individual enrolments.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
3. How to enrol individual members (LMS Admin functionality
only) – Follow the steps in Appendix 2
Notes: Clubs are not able to remove a member from enrolment. This must be
requested. To remove a member, contact member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz and
we will request removal from the etrainu LMS provider. This may take a few days.
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3. Setting up events for the practical assessments
Once step 1 and 2 have been completed, after 1
September 2022, the theory assessment will be
available to all learners enrolled to complete
prior to their practical assessment.
In order for the “practical” element to be
available to the learners (to attend) and the
assessors (to sign off against), the Club
Admin/LMS Admin (as identified by the club),
must set up “club assessment events” in the
LMS.
LMS “events” for practical assessments can be created by any member that has either
LMS Admin and/or Assessor access.

How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin/assessor view – – See
steps here: Admin/Assessor Guide
3. How to create, edit, clone or delete an event – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide

Notes:
 An event created for the practical element can also be created on/after the day of
the event by the assessor/admin. This is so “ad hoc” events can be created for
“catch up practical assessments” for members who could not attend any of the
refresher events that you pre-planned and pre-set up.
 To ensure assessors are NOT able to sign themselves off, the assessor can
NOT be enrolled into an event where they are “the assessor.” There are a few
ways this can be managed by the club, discuss these with your CDO, or ask
member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz
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4. Booking into an event for the practical assessment
As above:
 Clubs may choose to pre-create events
and therefore they will be available for
learners/members to book and enrol into
before the event happens.
 Clubs may choose to invite members to
an event separately and the assessors
can then complete enrolment and sign
off steps after the event and no action
will be required from the
learners/members.
Once events are available in the LMS, booking/enrolling into the event can be done via:
Learner bookings/enrolment:
If you are asking your members to pre-book into an event you have created (as per step
3), the learner can book into those sessions at their own leisure and choose an event
that suits their schedule.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to book into a training ‘event’ – See steps here:
Learner Guide

Assessor/Admin bookings/enrolment:
If you are NOT asking your members to pre-book into an event; or if a member who has
not pre-enrolled turns up on the day, you must still create the event (as per step 3)
in order for the Assessor to be able to sign off the learner for their practical
assessments.
Your Assessors/LMS Admins can enrol learners into the event before; on the day; or
after the event.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin/assessor view – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
3. How to book a learner into an event – Follow the steps in
Appendix 3
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5. On or after the day of the event for practical
assessment
Only assessors with the appropriate awards in
the CRM can tick off and assess refresher
assessments in the LMS.

Refresher Assessors are as follows:
 Surf Lifeguard Award and Patrol Support Refresher. Assessors who hold:
o Refreshed and current “Instructor Award - Surf Lifeguard”
o Refreshed and current “Examiner Award - Surf Lifeguard
 IRB Driver Refresher
o Refreshed and current “Instructor Award - IRB”
o Refreshed and current “Examiner Award – IRB”
 RWC Operator Refresher – N/A as in 2022, there is no practical element for the
RWC refresher. That is, the RWC refresher for 2022 is a theory test completed
online. The practical element will be reintroduced in the 2023 season.
If your assessors DO NOT hold these awards and you would like them to assess your
refreshers, they must follow the endorsement process. From 1 July 2022, there is a
NEW ENDORSEMENT PROCESS – See the “Refresher Assessor Endorsement”
section of this manual for this process and more information.
Refresher Assessors will:
 Run assessments for each section as set out by the assessment checklists
and assessment requirements in this manual.
 Sign off practical assessments in the LMS.
 Close the events after all assessments have been completed on the day.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin/assessor view – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
3. Event Calendar and Event Admin how to’s – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
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Refresher Assessor Endorsement
For all




refreshers, members must be assessed and signed off by a:
Qualified and Refreshed Instructor(s) or;
Qualified and Refreshed Examiner(s) or;
A person(s) with relevant qualifications and experience who have regional
endorsement and will oversee the assessment and completion of Refreshers.

NOTE: Only a member who does NOT have an Instructor/Examiner award needs to be
endorsed.

Process Flowchart
Applicant

Region

Completes online
“Endorsed Assessor”
application

Regional Lifesaving
Manager (RLM) consults as
necessary
RLM approves/declines and
emails applicant with
outcome

System

If approved – CRM is
updated with relevant
“assessor” award
The day after the applicant
will have LMS Assessor
access (and can now
conduct and sign off
refreshers for the season)

Process
All endorsement applications must be completed and approved prior to
commencing refresher assessments. The process for endorsement is:
The applicant:
1. Log in and access online learning with these steps – See steps here: User Guide.
2. Go to the “Training Library.”
3. Click on the “Lifesaving – Instructor/ Facilitator/Examiner/ Assessor”
course category.
4. Enrol into the relevant “Endorsed Refresher Assessor Application” course.
5. Complete the application form and answer all of the declarations, questions or
statements (note: if you want to be approved for more than 1 stream, i.e. IRB
and SLA, you must complete both courses).
6. Submit the application.
The SLSNZ Regional Lifesaving Manager:
7. Receive the Application - Log in and access the applicant’s assessment.
8. Discuss the application with the regional support staff, the club and lifesaving
committees as required.
9. Accept or decline an application and email the candidate with the outcome.
Once accepted:
10. The member’s PAM/CRM profile will be updated with the appropriate endorsement
rights (Note: This expires after 1 year).
11. The endorsed refresher assessor will have access in the LMS to assess refreshers.
If you have any questions on this process, you can contact:
member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz.
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Preparing for refreshers
Before the refresher
Below is a detailed list for your consideration. Ensure that you liaise with your SLSNZ
regional staff member well in advance of the refresher. Ensure you have all the required
resources (i.e. sufficient candidate resources).
This is a refresher checklist you can use to manage your club for their refreshers:
Date to
be
complete
d

Tasks





Tick
when
complete
d

June – July 2022
Meet with your CDO to plan your refreshers for the
season (see ‘Refresher Online Learning Set Up’
section).
6 weeks before your refreshers start
Read this document to see what is required of you.



Book in with your CDO “LMS How to” training if you
have not done so yet.



Book training equipment if needed with SLSNZ staff
member.

After 1 September AND 2-3 weeks before your 1st refresher practical event
 Set up your refresher events (see ‘Refresher Online
Learning Set Up’ section) that can be pre-set up.


Contact your members with instructions, “theory
enrolment” details and event dates & booking
instructions (see ‘Refresher Online Learning Set Up’
section).

1-2 weeks before the 1st refresher practical event
 Check “member theory” completion prior to the
refresher practical assessment/event. See the “How
to run a Training Status Report” in Appendix 4.
 Follow up and remind members to complete their
theory.
 Ensure all your assessors have been trained on how
to assess in the LMS.
 Ensure all your assessors have prepared for the
refreshers (including making themselves aware of
the changes that have been made to the training
manual and any supplementary resources – all found
on the SLSNZ website:
https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/lifesaving/lifesavin
g-resources).
 Provide guidance to your assessors on whether you’d
like them to add “notes” to their assessments (i.e.
do you want them to add swim times).
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Date to
be
complete
d

Tasks



The day before
Set up venue if possible, positioning resources and
equipment.



Check “member theory” completion prior to the
refresher practical assessment/event. See the “How
to run a Training Status Report” in Appendix 4.



If you’d like to print a list of all those members
booked into the assessment event, See the “How to
run an Event Enrolment Report” in Appendix 5.



Ensure a risk assessment is completed prior to the
start and that you implement your risk management
strategies/plan throughout (See Appendix 6).
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Day of/during the refresher practical event
Demonstrate good risk management and H&S practices by ensuring that candidates are
aware of the exits, hazards, and emergency response procedures and equipment e.g.
fire extinguisher location/s.
The Assessors will sign in to the online portal.
Only those whom have the appropriate
assessor awards or have been endorsed to
sign off on the refresher practical tasks will
be able to view participant assessment
information.

All assessors must complete assessment in alignment with the Code of Conduct
(https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/media/995952/assessor_examiner-code-ofconduct_march-2022_v10.pdf) and assess candidates according to the
checklists/assessment requirements in this manual.
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin/assessor view – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
3. Event Calendar and Event Admin how to’s – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide

A few reminders:
 If a Surf Lifeguard does not complete a section they should be given ample
opportunity to return and complete their refresher. This is at the Assessor’s
discretion.
 There is a new “Assessor App” that assessors can use to sign off the practical
events on their phones via an actual app – read the “how to download” Guidance Document or watch the video.
 Any paper records used to capture evidence of completion must be kept.
 If a member fails the practical component of the course online then it is up to the
Assessor to have a conversation with the member and set up a re-assessment if
required. The Assessor will not pass or fail the candidate online until the
reassessment has been done (see notes on previous page).
 If a member fails the theory component of the course online then the Assessor
can have a conversation with the member and discuss why the fail occurred. The
candidate can then re-do the online component. Note: Candidates can only
attempt the theory module online 3 times before the fail is logged. If further
reassessments are required, contact the Member Education Team for the process.
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IMPORTANT: CLOSE EVENT

Once all candidates whom attended the event
have been signed off, the assessor must close the event (regardless whether they all
passed or not) to process the data to the LMS and then to the CRM/PAM. Once you close
an event, this CAN NOT be undone.

How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin/assessor view – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
3. Event Calendar and Event Admin how to’s – See steps
here: Admin/Assessor Guide
Only when both the theory test and practical tasks are signed off online, the online
refresher is deemed complete, and will be indicated so on the SLSNZ PAM Database.
LEARNER TO DO:
Members/Learners MUST complete any related theory/online modules BEFORE attending
the practical assessment. This is “best practice” but will also ensure your PAM record is
updated “just in time.”
Note:
 If the member completes and passes their theory module 1 st and then gets signed
off by the assessor during the practical assessment event …
o Once the assessor CLOSES the event, the data will be sent to the SLSNZ
PAM Database “just in time.”
 If the member completes and passes their theory module AFTER they get signed
off by the assessor during the practical assessment event …
o Once the assessor CLOSES the event, the data will be sent to the SLSNZ
PAM Database “overnight.”
 If a learner passes 1 assessment task in event 1 but fails others, and then the
assessor “closes” the event (which they must), that learner can be booked into
event 2. All passed tasks will still show and the learner can be re-assessed on the
failed task/s.

IMPORTANT:

For assessments, by ticking off and marking off a surf lifeguard as
“passed” (on paper or online), the Assessor is acknowledging their responsibility
to follow the process, to adhere to the guidelines and that they are attesting to
the competence and capability (against assessment standards and checklist
provided) of the lifeguards they are refreshing.

Need more information?
See the “FAQs” in Appendix 7 for frequently asked questions and guidance.
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Surf Lifeguard and Patrol Support Refreshers
Surf Life Saving New Zealand has determined that the SLA/PS Refresher has two
sections – to refresh you must complete all applicable parts.

Surf Lifeguard Refresher
The Surf Lifeguard Refresher is a tool for Clubs to use in identifying the capabilities of
patrolling members before they start patrolling for the new season. SLSNZ requires
completion of Refreshers to ensure that members are able to deal with situations that
occur in Surf Lifesaving and use Surf Lifesaving equipment in a safe and appropriate way
before they are in a ‘live’ patrol situation.
The SLA Refresher consists of the following components:
 Theory Test
 200m Run-Swim-Run (time limit set by Assessor that reasonably measures
lifeguard competency in prevailing local conditions) or 400m Pool Swim in under
9mins
 Tube Rescue and Recovery Position demonstration
 CPR Demonstration

Patrol Support Refresher
The Patrol Support Refresher is intended for any member who holds their Patrol Support
Award, or any Surf Lifeguard who isn’t able to complete the practical water elements of
the Surf Lifeguard Refresher.
Patrol Support Refreshers consist of the following components:
 Theory Test
 CPR Demonstration
There are 2 separate courses online, one for Surf Lifeguards and one for Patrol Support.
Please ensure the correct course has been (1) enrolled in and (2) signed off
against.
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Assessment Checklists/Requirements – SLA/PS
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
Venue





Room should be clean, well lit and well ventilated for the test.
Room should be in a quiet area. The room should be large enough for two
Assessors, two refreshing members and two CPR manikins.
Assessors should have a clear vision of the candidate and the manikin.
The manikins have been checked and cleaned as per the cleaning guidelines prior
to use.

Equipment Required






Resuscitation Checklist
Adult manikins
Manikin Face Shields
Manikin Antiseptic Wipes (Alcoholic Chlorhexidine 70% solution)
Clock/watch

Conduct of the Section










Before the test starts brief the group on the conduct of the test.
Refreshing members are to remain outside the examination area until called upon
by the Assessor.
Refreshing members may be numbered to assist with efficiency.
The Assessor will call refreshing members in one at a time:
o “Act on commands given” (or similar).
o “You have arrived on the scene, and have found the patient lying on the
ground/beach/rocks” (or similar scenario).
o Ask the refreshing members to conduct a ‘primary assessment’ of the
situation and the victim.
o When the refreshing member has opened the airway and completed the
‘look listen and feel’ phase, give the command “breathing is absent” (or
similar).
o When the refreshing member has “sent for help, CPR should begin.
The CPR is to be timed for a minimum of 1 minute and a maximum of 5 minutes.
After that time (1 to 5 minutes) the Assessor states clearly “trained help has
arrived and you have been relieved. Please clean the manikin and move outside
the room.”
Upon completion, the refreshing member will be asked to leave the room and the
Assessors are to commence with the next rotation of refreshing members, using
techniques described above.

NOTE:
“A Covid Precautions” document was made available via the Ops Circular and can also
be found here: https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/lifesaving/lifesaving-resources. Please
ensure you make considerations as applicable during the refresher practical
assessments.
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Use and care of Resuscitation Manikins
Prior to the Test
 Manikins should be checked to ensure they are in a clean and excellent working
condition and that lung’s and other disposable components have been replaced.
During the Test
 Refreshing members should wash their hands prior to using a manikin.
 Refreshing members should not be tested on manikins if they are known to be in
an active stage of an infectious illness, or if they have skin disease of their hands,
or around the mouth or face.
 That each refreshing member will have either an individual sterilized face mask or
a disposable face shield e.g. Laerdal Manikin Face Shields (Cat. No. 151200).
 If a disposable face shield is not used then a suitable ‘Manikin Disinfectant’ is
used after each Surf Lifeguard (either Virkon® Virucidal Disinfectant or Laerdal
High Level Manikin Disinfectant Rapid version Cat. No. 154220).
 Face shields issued in a resuscitation training session are for practice on manikins
only. They are not suitable for use in real life emergencies and therefore
Assessors should ensure these are discarded at the end of a resuscitation session.
After the test
 Disinfect all manikin face masks according to the method you choose. Remove
and place in large bucket following use.
 Scrub masks under cold running water.
 Soak masks in presept solution (i.e. 1 tablet to 500 ml's cold water) or equivalent
solution for twenty minutes.
 Drain and dry masks (Drip dry detachable manikin faces); store in a clean
container.
 Clean out storage bucket with soap and water, and dry thoroughly ready for the
next session.
 Check for any damage or faults and have the units serviced if required.
General Care
 Periodic cleaning of the manikin torso is necessary. A non-abrasive household
cleaner that is safe for plastics may be used for badly stained surfaces. The
rubber pads can be dusted with talcum powder to prevent sticking.
 For manikins in daily use, cleaning need only be performed once a week.
 Manikins should be inspected routinely for cracks or tears in plastic surfaces as
these make thorough cleaning impossible.
 Manikin clothing should be washed regularly or whenever visibly soiled.
 The person responsible for the use and maintenance of manikins should be
encouraged not to rely totally on the presence of disinfectant to protect them and
their students from cross infection during training sessions.
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Resuscitation Checklist
SLSNZ are assessing Surf Lifeguards & Patrol Support personnel on their knowledge of
The New Zealand Resuscitation Council Level 2 Adult Resuscitation

Adult CPR (8 Years+)

Danger
Check if scene is safe. Check that there is no danger to yourself, bystanders and
the patient
Approach patient without undue delay

Responsiveness
Check for response to voice or touch.

Send for help
If unresponsive, Call 111 for emergency services

Airway
Check in mouth for airway obstruction
If obstructed, roll onto side and clear
Open the airway by tilting the head backwards

Breathing
Look, listen and feel for normal breathing
Take no more than 10 seconds to do this

Circulation
Locate correct hand position
30 chest compressions at correct speed (100-120 per min)
Compress chest to 1/3 depth of chest
Two breaths (delivered over one second each – airway should be reopened to
ensure effective ventilations. Maximum 5 attempts to deliver these breaths)
Continue with compression to breath ratio of 30:2

Defibrillation
Attached an AED (defibrillator) as soon as possible
Turn AED on and follow voice prompts
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Additional Questions That May Be Asked
How far should the chest be depressed?
 1/3 depth of chest. Or, approximately the depth of the patient’s thumb.
If you are alone with an unresponsive adult patient, what should you do?
 Check for DANGER,
 Approach victim and assess responsiveness.
 Put into recovery position, call out and go for help.
What is the correct speed for compressions?
 100-120 per minute
How long should you continue CPR?
 Until advanced medical help arrives and relieves you,
 The victim recovers,
 It becomes too dangerous to continue or
 You are physically too exhausted to continue.
 If you start resuscitation do not stop unnecessarily.
 If a doctor or paramedic is present to assume care, it is his/her responsibility to
decide when to stop resuscitation.
What is the correct compression: breath ratio?
 30:2
Is there enough oxygen in my breath to be any benefit to the patient?
 Yes, the normal oxygen content of air breathed is 21 percent. The air breathed
out still contains about 16 percent of oxygen and a small amount of carbon
dioxide.
What should you do if the patient vomits?
 No matter what causes vomiting, it is important to turn the patient’s head and
body to the side and clear the airway by sweeping the mouth (be mindful of other
injuries E.g. Spine or neck injuries).
 A piece of available cloth (corner of clothing, handkerchief, etc.) over your fingers
can be used to sweep out the mouth. The patient should then be returned to
his/her back and CPR continued.
 Additional information: Vomiting is a hazard of resuscitation and may be due to
air in the stomach from ventilations being too large.
 Resuscitation of a drowned patient often produces a lot of foam. This is not vomit
and unless it is obstructing the airway, should not interrupt CPR
When you look–listen–feel what are you looking, listening and feeling for?
 Looking to see if the chest is rising, listening for sounds of normal breathing and
feeling the chest for movement.
What is the correct compression: breath ratio for children?
 30:2
What




should you do if a patient is unconscious but breathing?
Complete DRS (Danger, Response, Send for Help) of DRSABCD.
Place patient into the recovery position.
Monitor patients ABC’s (Airway, Breathing and Circulation) and keep them safe
and warm until advanced help arrives.
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400m Pool Swim
Venue


A swimming pool no shorter than 25 metres in length.

Equipment Required




Pool Swim Time Sheet
1 x stop watch per lane + one spare
Candidates are to provide their own swimming attire E.g. Togs and towel

Conduct of the Section












Surf Lifeguards are broken into subgroups of no more than six per lane,
preferably grouped with individuals of similar swimming ability.
Swimmer’s names will be entered on the ‘Pool Swim Time Sheet’.
The Assessor shall start the swimmers by saying “Surf Lifeguards name, Go.”
There should be a 5 second gap before starting the next swimmer.
The first swimmer’s time will read correct. Following swimmers times will need to
be adjusted accordingly. For example, if Surf Lifeguard “A” left 25 seconds after
the first swimmer and their finishing time was 7 minutes, subtract 25 seconds
from this time for an actual swim time of 6 minutes 35 seconds.
The swim will be continuous freestyle. No aids are to be used (fins, kickboards,
wetsuits, pull buoys, hand paddles etc.)
Surf Lifeguards may not:
o Stop and/or walk
o Stand up during the turn (tumble or push turns are acceptable)
o Hold onto the end or the side of the pool unless they require assistance
and are withdrawing from the swim
If a swimmer needs to adjust goggles, this is to be done while kicking on their
back.
Assessors are to record the result for each Surf Lifeguard onto the summary
sheet provided and then transfer the result onto the SLR Report Form.
Surf Lifeguards must swim 400 metres in 9 minutes or less. 9:00.00 is a pass.
9:00.01 is a fail.
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Pool Swim Time Sheet
Location:
Date:
Lane:
Name

Time
Description

Start

1.

:00

2.

:05

3.

:10

4.

:15

5.

:20

6.

:25

Lane:
Name

Finish

Elapse
d

Pass /
Re–
Test

Finish

Elapse
d

Pass /
Re–
Test

Elapse
d

Pass /
Re–
Test

Time
Description

Start

1.

:00

2.

:05

3.

:10

4.

:15

5.

:20

6.

:25

Lane:
Name

Time
Description

Start

1.

:00

2.

:05

3.

:10

4.

:15

5.

:20

6.

:25
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Run–Swim–Run





Surf Lifeguards are now in the public eye. The test should appear well organized
and controlled. Lifeguards should all make a conscientious effort to perform the
refresher to the best of their abilities.
Surf Lifeguard uniforms do not have to be worn, though a high-vis vest is
required for all water activities.
‘Training in Progress’ (or similar) signs should be displayed if and when possible.

Equipment Required







Swim buoys and anchors
Turning flags or markers E.g. Orange Road Cones
100m measuring rope or laser range finder.
Stop Watch
Candidates are to provide their own swimming attire E.g. Togs and towel
The use of wetsuits is optional. No fins permitted for R-S-R

Conduct of the Section



The Assessor appoints a ‘Run–Swim–Run Coordinator’.
The Run–Swim–Run Coordinator is responsible for:
o Setting the Run–Swim–Run course:
 The course must either be measured using a laser range finder or a
measuring rope.
 The surf and/or beach conditions will dictate what type of course
should be laid. Either a one or two buoy course is acceptable.
 The first buoy must be laid a minimum of 50 metres to sea from
knee depth water, opposite the turning flag, positioned near the
water’s edge.
 Along the water’s edge, either way from the turning flag, a start
line depicted by two flags or markers shall be positioned at an
angle or at right angles to the water’s edge.
 This start line shall also be the finish line, and shall be a distance of
100 metres measured from knee depth water back to and around
the turning flag or marker.
 Checking with the duty Patrol Captain of the beach to suit local
conditions
o Instructing the Surf Lifeguards on course and time limit:
 The course shall be completed within the times as per
requirements.
 Ultimately, the time limit is at the discretion of the Assessor.
 Regardless of agreed time limit, the candidate is required to
demonstrate a performance that the assessor is confident will
assure the candidate’s the public’s and other member’s safety in
the case of emergency.
 If conditions warrant, the time for the course may be altered
(before the commencement of the Run–Swim–Run) by the
Assessors.
o Counting number of Surf Lifeguards to do course.
o Commencing course on whistle blast and time keep.
o Re-count number of Surf Lifeguards who completed the course.

Water Safety




Explain to Surf Lifeguards the emergency procedure: “In an emergency, if you
require assistance during this assessment, signal for assistance.”
There will be no more than 20 candidates doing a run–swim–run at any one time.
It is essential that the Assessors discuss this with the Patrol Captain (if
applicable) prior to any water activities.
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There must be minimum 1 safety swimmer either with a rescue tube and fins or a
rescue board for the duration of the Run-Swim-Run.
An IRB (with qualified and refreshed driver and crewperson) may also be
arranged prior to the SLR to act as a ‘safety boat’ for the duration of the RunSwim-Run.

Option One

100m

An example of small or no surf (no drift) Run-Swim-Run format
Time limit: At the Assessors discretion

Knee deep water
Water’s Edge




0m


200m

Option Two
An example of large surf and strong drift) Run-Swim-Run format
Time limit: At the Assessors discretion

50m minimum

200m Maximum

Drift
Knee deep water
Water’s Edge








200m
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Tube Rescue & Recovery Position





Surf Lifeguards are now in the public eye. The test should appear well organized
and controlled.
Surf Lifeguard uniforms do not have to be worn, though a high-vis vest is
required for all water activities.
‘Training in Progress’ (or similar) signs should be displayed if and when possible.
Members of the Public to be informed that these tube rescues are training and not
a real life rescue

Equipment Required






Tube Rescue and Recovery Position Checklist
Two buoys and anchors
Candidates are to provide their own swimming attire E.g. Togs and towel and
swim fins
Rescue Tubes (enough for one per 2 x Surf Lifeguards)
One pair of surf fins per Surf Lifeguard

Conduct of the Section


















Surf Lifeguards are to work in pairs:
o One to act as rescuer
o One to act as patient
Surf Lifeguards may be numbered to assist with efficiency.
Clearly explain to the Surf Lifeguards what is expected of them and give ample
opportunity for questions.
Indicate patient is to be conscious.
The rescuer must wear swim fins for the duration of the swim and rescue, putting
these on in accordance with the assessment sheet,
Inform patients to proceed out to sea to the designated position (there may be a
swim buoy to indicate position).
The Assessor should signal commencement of examination and state clearly;
“check and prepare equipment for tube rescue.”
The Assessor must be in a position to adequately assess the rescue. While the
patients are swimming out to sea the Assessor should check the rescuer:
o Has tied their tube
o Are observing the patient’s progress
Once equipment has been prepared state clearly; “you have a patient, rescue
commence” (or similar).
Once patients have reached the required distance the Assessor will signal the
patients to remain stationary and the patient should signal the rescuers by raising
one arm straight up in the air.
Rescuer commences rescue (refer to the assessment sheet).
On return to shore, upon reaching knee depth water, the rescuer shall assist the
patient from the water. Patients may stand and walk with the rescuer.
It is at the discretion of the Assessor to discuss and/or demonstrate other drags
and carries E.g. Two Person Drag
The Rescuer then lays the patient on the sand above the water line and places
the patient in the Recovery Position (refer to the assessment sheet).

Water Safety




Explain to Surf Lifeguards the emergency procedure: “In an emergency, if you
require assistance during this assessment, signal for assistance.”
There will be no more than 5 Surf Lifeguards performing rescues at any one time.
It is essential that the Assessors discuss this with the Patrol Captain (if
applicable) prior to any water activities.
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An IRB (with qualified and refreshed driver and crewperson) may also be
arranged prior to the SLR to act as a ‘safety boat’ for the duration of the Tube
Rescue demonstration.
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Rescue Tube & Recovery Position Checklist
Tube tied correctly prior to the rescue

Entering the Water
Patient identified and route plotted to patient
Rescuer enters the water, wades and duck dives to waist depth, puts swim fins
on in a timely fashion and swims towards the patient (utilising surf conditions for
maximal benefit)

Approaching the Patient
When within voice range – reassure the patient
Stop short of the patient and push the rescue tube towards them
Once the patient has hold of the rescue tube and has calmed down, the rescuer
should secure the rescue tube to the patient by clipping them into the
appropriate brass ring

Returning to Shore
The rescuer should encourage the patient to lie back and assist by kicking, whilst
the rescuer swims them both to shore
Once in the surf break zone it is recommended that the rescuer adjust their
swimming style, so as to keep an eye on the patient and the surf
If a large wave approaches, the rescuer should secure the patient, and provide
support whilst the wave passes
Upon reaching the shallows the rescuer shall escort the patient to dry land. The
rescuer should remove their fins and secure (arms through the ankle loops), and
walk backwards so as to keep an eye on the surf

Recovery Position
Patient is stable, and will not roll onto their back or front
Airway is open (head tilted), positioned to allow free drainage
The position is not causing further injuries
The patient can be easily monitored
The patient can be easily rolled onto their back if the need arises
Patient is laid down on their side, well clear of the water
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Powercraft Refreshers

RWC Operator/IRB Driver Refresher
The RWC/IRB Driver Refresher is designed for any “currently refreshed SLA” member
who holds their RWC Operator or IRB Driver Award.
The IRB Driver Refreshers consist of the following components:
 Online Theory module
 Practical Task sign off as per the following checklists
The RWC Operator Refreshers consist of the following components:
 Online Theory Module only
 Practical Task sign off as per the following checklists (n/a for 2022/2023
season)

Assessment Requirements – IRB and RWC
Equipment Required


All operators/drivers and crewpersons must each wear a compliant helmet and
personal flotation device (PFD) that meets the NSOP/CSOP requirements when
operating a powered craft at all times.

Conduct of the Section








The practical aspects shall be performed in a minimum of 1 metre of surf. The
surf size must be measured from the front of the wave, from the trough of the
wave, to the top. For the purpose of consistency, this means that while surf size
may vary throughout the duration of the session, only skills demonstrated in the
minimum wave size will be considered valid.
The surf size measurement must apply in the areas in which the powered craft is
being driven/crewed for the exam assessment.
Candidates should be kept in small manageable groups. There should be a
maximum of FIVE candidates to every one Assessor for all water based activities.
The maximum number of candidates (driver / operator/ crewperson combined) is
ten per refresher. Group sizes bigger than this increase the complexity of
required safety measures, and may impact the validity of assessments.
Below are the SLSNZ guidelines for Assessor-candidate-powered craft ratios
during exams. This includes all aspects of the exam except for the theory
component.

Number of driver /
crewperson
candidates

Minimum number
of Assessors

Number of powered
crafts being used by
candidate’s

Additional fully
crewed safety
powered craft

1–5

1

1

1

6–10

2

2

1

Water Safety







There must be a minimum of one designated safety powered craft (with a
qualified and currently refreshed crew) on standby at all times during the
examination.
The examination is not to continue if the water safety ratio cannot be maintained.
The Assessor in charge is to liaise with the Patrol Captain (if applicable) at the
beach the examination is being held and jointly fill in the ‘Safety Checklist’ (as per
the IRB examiner’s manual).
It is the responsibility of the Assessor in Charge to ensure there are adequate
water safety personnel during the water examination sections. If refreshers are
conducted during patrol hours, the Patrol Captain will retain oversight for all
operations.
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Assessment Checklists – IRB Driver
The Surf Lifeguard undertaking this IRB Drivers Refresher must be currently refreshed as
a ‘Surf Lifeguard’ before commencing the IRB Driver refresher.
Refreshed Surf Lifeguard

IRB Driver Refresher Check List
IRB Engine Set Up
It is intended that this section of the IRB Drivers Refresher is to be conducted in a group
situation.
Read previous days/weekends log book
The IRB engine is fitted securely to the centre of the transom plate, clamp screws
are tight
Carry out engine check including: prop and guard, split pin, castle nut, prop
shaft, all bolts are tight, no missing bolts, prop clearance, check tilt pin
Check engine cowling cover is correctly secured and bungee security cord
attached
Safety strop attached
Fuel line connection clean and attached
Engine started in flush tank to warm up, tell tale checked
Engine checked for smooth running
IRB log book filled out

Water Work
All IRB Drivers will complete each component in this section
Lifejacket and Helmet worn by crew and driver
Launch the IRB
Complete the manoeuvres listed below:
Remain stationary in surf
Parallel run in surf
Recover crew (simulation of crewperson falling out of IRB)
Figure 8 Manoeuvres (without ventilation)
Complete a minimum of one ‘single person rescue’ in the surf break
Return to shore and beach IRB
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Single Person Rescue
All IRB Drivers will complete each component in this section.
Patient pickup
Good communication with the crewperson in locating the patient
Appropriate speed and course to area of patient(s) in line with MNZ legislation
Slows when nearing patient and assess the patient and the surf conditions, checks
for hazards
Driver positions patient alongside the port pontoon
On reaching the patient the driver idles the engine in gear
Once crewperson has secure contact with the patient, the driver accelerates slightly
forward to allow the patients legs to rise to the surface; driver then lifts the
patient’s legs aboard while commencing a port turn
Good timing during pickup (picked up after the wave hits the patient)
Good teamwork shown
Pick-up started with IRB facing into oncoming waves
Care for the patient
Assistance required signal* given by the driver on return to shore
Driver ensures safe return to the beach for the patient, no unnecessary risks
taken and observing all legislative requirements
Patient lift and carry from IRB
Crewperson and Driver work effectively together to lift patient from IRB
Patient is carried clear of the high water mark
Patient is handled carefully

*Note: Assessors must convey to the driver that they will be rescuing a patient requiring
medical assistance, therefore there is a requirement to signal for assistance “at the
appropriate time” on their return to shore.
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Close down IRB
It is intended that this section of the IRB Drivers Refresher is to be conducted in a group
situation. There may be some minor local variation to close down procedures. Any
variations should be explained by the candidate to the satisfaction of the Assessor.
IRB, trailer, PFD’s and helmets washed (and stored properly)
Engine run down and checked
IRB semi deflated
Fuel bladder filled and stored
Log book filled in
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Assessment Checklists – RWC Operator
The Surf Lifeguard undertaking this RWC Operator Refresher must be currently refreshed
as a Surf Lifeguard. No RWC practical tasks sign off is required for 2022-2023,
there is an online module ALL RWC Operators must complete. The following are still
required to be considered refreshed for this season:
Refreshed Surf Lifeguard (400m swim completed in under 7:30min)
Current Surf First Aid Award

RWC Operator Refresher Check List
RWC Set Up
The following components of the RWC practical refresher are not required to be signed off by an
assessor this season, but it is the responsibility of all operators to be familiar with and be
competent in them:

Read previous days/weekends log book
External RWC components checked (hull, ride plate, water inlet grate, bungs,
straps)
Internal RWC components checked (engine bay; components etc.)
All operational equipment is checked (rescue tube, helmets, goggles, flares, PFD,
radio, rescue sled)
Fuel levels checked and re-filled if necessary
Correct use of PPE and lanyard checked for operation
Engine start/stop check completed
RWC log book filled out
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Water Work
The following components of a the RWC practical refresher are not required to be signed
off by an assessor this season, but it is the responsibility of all operators to be familiar
with and be competent in them:
Correct removal of RWC from trailer. Emphasis on this being demonstrated in a
safe manner to reduce risk to crew and craft.
Launch the RWC;
 Operator rocks RWC back and forth to remove any sand that has settled
in the jet unit.
 Operator checks adequate depth of water prior to starting (min 60cm)
Complete the manoeuvres listed below:
 Remain stationary in surf
 Parallel run in surf
 Recover crew
 Figure 8 Manoeuvres
Complete a minimum of one ‘single person rescue’ in the surf break
Return to shore and beach RWC

Single Person Rescue
The following components of a the RWC practical refresher are not required to be signed off by an
assessor this season, but it is the responsibility of all operators to be familiar with and be
competent in them:

Patient pickup
Good communication with patient
Appropriate speed and course to area of patient(s) in line with MNZ legislation
Slows when nearing patient and assess the patient and the surf conditions, checks
for hazards
Operator approaches the patient from a 7 o’clock angle
Appropriate pick up technique is applied
Good timing during pickup (picked up after the wave hits the patient)
Care for the patient
Ensure the patient is on the rescue sled and secure
Operator ensures safe return to the beach for the patient, no unnecessary risks
taken and observing all legislative requirements
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Patient lift and carry
Operator lifts the patient from the rescue sled
Patient is carried clear of the high water mark
Patient is handled carefully

Close down RWC
The following components of a the RWC practical refresher are not required to be signed
off by an assessor this season, but it is the responsibility of all operators to be familiar
with and be competent in them:
Inspect and remove bungs
 Wash down – Spray RWC, rescue sled and trailer with fresh water, lightly
spray engine bay
 Hose out intake and jet nozzle
Flush engine with fresh water. Candidate must demonstrate correct sequence of
engine on, water on, water off, engine off.
Inspect condition of hull, ride plate and water inlet grate for damages
Check fuel and refill if necessary
Store RWC, equipment and fill out RWC log book
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Online Refresher Exceptions
As per section “Refresher Online Learning Set Up” all clubs are required to access online
refreshers.
All clubs must complete their refreshers online (both theory and practical elements).
There is only 1 exception that applies:
1. If no access to the LMS is possible (i.e. the system goes down and is unavailable
for an extended period of time). The LMS is available (via the Assessor App) in an
offline mode, meaning practical assessments can still be signed off online (on the
app) without internet and sync back later.
For the above exception or other exceptions that we have not thought about yet, you
must contact the Member Education Manager, Brad O’Leary
brad.oleary@surflifesaving.org.nz and get specific permission to complete all aspects of
the refreshers on paper.
Once approved, you will be sent:
 The 2022-2023 Paper Theory test (and answers for your assessors).
 The SLA/PS & Powercraft Paper form for assessment sign off.
 An information document with the “process” that needs to be followed for a paper
based refresher.
Note: After 1st September 2022, no paper forms will be accepted, or processed, unless a
specific exemption has been applied as above.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – LMS Admin: How to bulk enrol members
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
Once you are in the etrainu LMS and have switched to your admin view, follow these
steps:
1. Click on “Training” in top bar menu, and then
select “Assign Training in Bulk.”

2. All course categories will show.
Click into the “Refreshers”
Course Category by clicking on
“View Courses.”

3. All Refreshers available for enrolment will show. Locate the one, you would like to
enrol your members into and click on “Assign.”
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4. Your club will show with a plus icon.
a. Click on the plus icon to expand the list and see a list of all your members.
b. Tick the boxes next to the members you wish to enrol.

5. Once you have selected all your members, click on the “Assign” button at the
bottom right hand corner of the pop up (Note: you may need to scroll down).

6. This “Pay for your course” screen will
pop up, key notes:
a. Our courses are free, so this will
always shows as $0.00.
b. We are working on changing this
page in the future.
c. Check the “Total keys”, this shows
you how many people you “bulk
enrolled.”
7. Click on “Process Payment.”
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8. Click “Back” on the “Payment Complete” screen to
return to the “course categories”; OR click “Assign
more training” if you’d like to do more
enrolments for another refresher.
9. Click on your “Home” menu item to finish.

NOTES:
 Bulk assign only gets processed overnight, so learners will be enrolled the
following day!! Please do not assign training twice.
 You can on the day after you do the bulk enrolment, run a “Bulk Course
Distribution” Report, to see if any members were NOT enrolled as they did
not meet the pre-requisites. (See the ‘Administrator Reports’ Guidance
Document for more info on this report).
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Appendix 2 – LMS Admin: How to enrol individual
members
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
Once you are in the etrainu LMS and have switched to your admin view, follow these
steps:

Search for the member
1. Click “Participants/Learners”, followed by “Manage Participants/Learners.”

2. Select “Learners” from the User Type
3. Within the search criteria, type the name or membership number of the member
you wish to locate and select the type of criteria by selecting from the drop-down
box (Note: If you search by membership number, change the drop down to
‘username’).

4. Click “Search.”
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Enrol the member
Once you find the learner you wish to enroll, in the search results at the bottom of the
screen:
1. Locate the learner’s information box.
2. Click on the “Send Keys” icon in the top right hand corner of the learner’s
information box.

3. All course categories will show. Click into the “Refreshers” Course Category by
clicking on “View Courses.”
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4. All Refreshers available for enrolment will show. Locate the one you would like to
enrol your members into and click on “Enrol.”

5. Once processed, click “Assign More Training” if you wish to assign more
training to that same member, or select “Back” to be taken back to the Manage
Participants screen.

Note: Although it says “Purchase”, SLSNZ is not selling courses to learners and this is just
system terminology.
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Appendix 3 – Admin/Assessor: How to enrol/book
learners into an event
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin or assessor view – See
steps here: Admin/Assessor Guide
Once you are in the etrainu LMS and have switched to your admin/assessor view, follow
these steps:

Open the Assessor App
To get to the event calendar, look at the menu options on the top of the page:
For administrator access:
1. Click on “Event Admin” under the “Training”
heading.

For assessor access:
1. Click on “Event Admin” under the
“Manage Assessment” heading.

For administrators and assessor:
2. You will land on the “Dashboard” page.

The event management page
1.Click on the “Event Management” icon on the left-hand side of the screen.

Or click on the 3 line “menu icon”
select “Events Management.”
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2. First, you can also filter events displayed by adding or removing the filters by

pressing the filter button
the filter options.




at the far right of the search bar and adjusting

Note: The ‘My Clubs’ and ‘Incomplete
Events’ filters are selected upon login by
default.
To see all events – make sure all of these
are all UNTICKED:

a. You can also search for events.
b. You can sort the list by date, name, club or status.

3. Find the event you created that you wish to book your learner into. Double click
on it to open up the event.
4. Click onto the “Learners” tab.
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To enrol a learner for the event:
If you have a learner who hasn’t enrolled themselves prior to the event, you can add
them by:
1. On the “Learners” Tab, click on the round ‘+’ button in the bottom right-hand
corner of the page.

2. Here, if you are enrolling a learner:
a. BEFORE an event: You will get a “Enrol Learner” pop up:

b. ON THE DAY of the event or AFTER: You will get a “Sign In Learner” pop
up which will enrol the learner and sign them in at the same time:
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The enroll/sign-in window will pop up and you will be required to enter the following
details about the participant to complete the registration:
c. Add the learner’s Name: Type the learner’s first and last name. WE
RECOMMEND YOU TYPE IN THE FULL FIRST NAME AND at least 2 letters of
their LAST NAME (AS IN PAM/CRM i.e. Anina Up) to ensure they come up
for selection quickly. (You can technically search with 3 letters of their first
name and 3 letters of their last name, i.e. Ani Upt, but this will make the
search take longer).
d. If the learner is presented in the list, select them in the list. If you cannot
locate the learners, then they have never logged into the system before
(i.e. if they are new to SLSNZ) and will need to do so first.

e. Click “Enrol.”
NOTE:
 Enrolment can be completed before, on the day of, or after the event date.
 If an event is for more than one course (i.e. your club created an event to assess
Patrol Support and Surf Lifeguard Award practical assessments), you must tick
and untick the appropriate courses:
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Appendix 4 – Admin: How to run a Training Status
Report
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
Once you are in the etrainu LMS and have switched to your admin view, follow these
steps:
1. Click “Reports” from the menu bar on the top of the screen, followed by “Status
Report.”

This Training Status Report outlines the training status for your learners and can be
filtered to suit your needs.
To build your report, consider the following filters:
1. “Organisation” = Surf Lifesaving NZ
2. YOUR REGION will show under “Department”
3. YOUR CLUB will show under “Sub organisation”
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4. Select:
a. the Course you’d like to report on under “Course” – this is if you want to
see who has “passed” or is still “in progress” for the whole
refresher course , OR
b. part of a course, you can select these under “Module”, i.e. if you only
want to see who has/ hasn’t completed their “theory assessment.”

5. Select the “Training Status” you’d like to include in the report: In Progress;
Completed etc.
6. Select the report date range in: “Date training was assigned”, and/or “Date user
was created” and/or “Date course was completed.”

7. Choose what additional information you would like to see for each member you
have included in the report by selecting options under “Extra Display Fields” (such
as region, date of birth, email, club etc.)
8. Tick the “Include Archived Users” if you’d like to see the records of those who NO
LONGER have access to the Online Learning Portal.
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9. Click “Submit” to create your report.
To read your report:
10. Scroll to the bottom of the page under the “Report Results” heading.
First you will see a summary table:
 Total Results = Total number of assigned courses for your report selections (and
includes all course statuses)
 Totals in the rows below the top row = Totals for each “status” (i.e. number of
learners who are in progress, completed)

Underneath the summary table is your “on screen” report. You can:


Click on the “header” of each column to sort by that column



For each learner it will show you their status, when they were provided with
access, the completion date (if completed); the course expiry date and progress;
plus any additional fields you selected to see.

11. Click on the “Export to Excel”, “Export to CSV” or “Export to PDF” to export the
report for other purposes.
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Appendix 5 – Admin: How to run an Event Enrolment or
Event Summary Report
How-to reference(s):
1. How to login – See steps here: User Guide
2. How to switch to your admin view – See steps here:
Admin/Assessor Guide
Once you are in the etrainu LMS and have switched to your admin view, follow these
steps:
1. Click “Reports” from the menu bar on the top of the screen, followed by “Event
Enrolment Report.”

The Event Enrolment Report outlines the events and the status the member is
enrolled into.
To build your report, consider the following filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select YOUR REGION under “Department”
Select YOUR CLUB under “Sub organisation”
Choose the course related to the event (s) you’d like to see
Select the report date range
Click Submit

1
2

3

4
5
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To read your report:
This will display every member enrolled into the course you selected. It will also tell you
their:
 Course status
 Course completed date (if applicable)
 The event they have been enrolled into or if they have not enrolled into any
events yet

NOTE for common question: See the event status (Scheduled vs Completed). If an
event is not showing as “closed” this is usually “why” a learner will show as still “in
progress” and not passed.
This report can only be exported to CSV, by clicking on the “Export to CSV” button.

OR
The Training Event Summary Report outlines details by event.
To build your report, consider the following filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Select YOUR REGION under “Department”
Select YOUR CLUB under “Sub organisation”
Choose the course (s) related to the event (s) you’d like to see
Select the report date range
Choose the event status (In Progress; Completed; Cancelled)
Choosing a particular member is optional
Choosing to run a report “by Assessor” is also optional
Click Submit

1
2

3

4

5

6
7
8
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To read your report:
This will display every event in the date range you selected relating to the course you
selected and for each event will show you:





The
The
The
The

start and end date of each event
assessors for the event(s)
status of each of the events
participants and their course status for each event

This report can only be exported to CSV, by clicking on the “Export to CSV” button.
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Appendix 6 – Risk and Incident Management
Use these two links to access the Risk and Incident Management resources relevant to
this manual
https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/club-management/health-safety/our-approach
https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/club-management/health-safety/emergencyincidentmanagement
Ensure you read all relevant information on these website links.
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Appendix 7 – FAQs
What if a member was planning on refreshing as a Surf Lifeguard, but failed
one of the non-CPR practical assessments. They now want to refresh as Patrol
Support for this season. What do we do?
In the LMS you have options:
 Option 1:
o In this case the learner is already enrolled into the Surf Lifeguard
Refresher. That can stay as is … but …
o The Assessor can enroll the learner into the Patrol Support Refresher
‘event’ on the day and sign off their CPR practical assessment.
 Option 2:
o When you create the “assessment” event, you can create the “event” to
assess BOTH Surf Lifeguard and Patrol Support.
o The Assessor can enroll the learner into the Patrol Support Refresher event
on the day and sign off their CPR practical assessment.
For both options:
 This action will automatically enroll the learner into the Patrol Support Refresher
theory element and as the SLA and PS theory element is the SAME module, if the
learner has already completed and passed the theory module, it will already show
as “passed” in the newly enrolled Patrol Support Refresher course. (The learner
does not have to do anything else).
 If the learner has not completed their theory element yet, they can then log in
and complete this under the “Patrol Support Refresher” that will now show in
their “My Training.”
Note: This same process will apply if a member would like to change from a Patrol
Support refresher to the Surf Lifeguard refresher.
For new members that join our club, can we enrol them ourselves?
Yes, your club/LMS admin can follow the steps in this Guidance Document: How to
manage learners as an administrator.
How do we remove a member from enrolment?
Please contact member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz and we will remove the member
from the course. Please note, this may take a few days.
I am an assessor, but I cannot see the “switch” button that takes me to my
assessor access, what do I do?
Please contact member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz and we will check why your
access is not activated. Assessor access is based on awards you hold in PAM, so we will
investigate and get back to you.
The refresher is available from 1 September 2022. If I am a “new” lifeguard, do
I need to complete the refresher?
Any new lifeguard who received their Surf Lifeguard award on or after 1 July 2022, DO
NOT need to complete the refresher. Their refresher will need to be completed 1 year
after they achieved their Award.
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If I have received one of the paid summer regional guard roles, do I need to
complete the SLA refresher?
Completing the Surf Lifeguard Refresher is a pre-requisite for:
 All regional guards (summer paid staff). The theory test, trials and inductions
completed as part of this application process is NOT considered a refresher. All
regional guards must refresh with their clubs.
 IRB Driver refresher
 RWC Operator refresher
When must the refreshers be completed by?
It is expected that all surf lifeguards are refreshed prior to their first patrol. Surf
lifeguards MUST be refreshed prior to being able to enter a sport event.
Can I be assessed by another club’s assessor? Can I sign off another club’s
member?
Yes, learners can enroll into any club’s refresher events created in the LMS &
Assessors can enroll, sign in and assess any member of any club within an assessment
event created.
What do we do if the online learning is NOT available (due to server crash;
internet issues; natural disaster etc.)?
Give it a day and try again. If urgent and the issue persists, please contact
member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz and we will provide you with the paper process
and related documents, tests and forms.
I “exited” out of my online theory test 3 times. I have used up all my attempts
and I am now showing as “failed”?
The online course only allows 3 attempts as per the instructions in the module. We
recommend users don’t start unless they have time to finish.
Contact your club or Assessor.
If they (the Assessor) feel you have “failed” due to system reasons, they will ask you to
complete the paper based test instead, mark it, sign it, scan it and send it to
member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz.
The Assessor/Club can contact the National Education Manager and request this paper
test. This request can be sent to member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz to apply for
this exemption.
The Member Education Team will then adjust your online results from the back end of
the system.
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A member does not know their username or password OR they have forgotten
their password, can we at the club check and change these?
Yes, your club/LMS admin can follow these steps in this:
Admin video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKp_zNc3tlw&t=3s
Learner video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQaAVQNvjdk
The member can also change their own password at any time and update their personal
details by following these steps in this learner video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKQAnHWnJS4
How do our members access the online learning?
By following these steps:
How to login: https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/media/996289/user-guide_how-tologin.pdf
How to enroll into training: https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/media/996288/learneruser-guide_how-to-enrol-into-training.pdf
How to access and complete training:
https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/media/996286/learner-user-guide_how-to-accessand-complete-training.pdf
Where and how can I give feedback on the refresher modules?
You can click/share this link to provide feedback:
https://slsnz.surveymonkey.com/r/6ZTTK3M
A member says they do not have access to the online learning?
Check




the following access criteria; the member:
Is at least 12 years old
Is allocated to the current or previous “season” in the CRM/PAM
Their CRM/PAM account is “active”

If the above is “yes” to all three, the member SHOULD have access and if they do not,
send an email to member.education@surflifesaving.org.nz so we can investigate.
If any of the below is “no” and incorrect, the club admin can update the relevant details
and the member will have access the following day.
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